In this theoretical work we analyze the total effective electric power versus base acceleration amplitude generated by the energy harvesting system with an electromagnetic transducer. We compare the results for both linear and nonlinear case. The transition from linear to nonlinear behavior of the system can be achieved by the change of device geometry. To improve the power efficiency of our device we also examine the dependence of crossover point of acceleration amplitudes where generated power in the nonlinear system starts to exceed the generated power in the linear regime. We have found that the crossover point can be moved towards relatively small base acceleration values by appropriate selection of system nonlinearity "strength".
Introduction
The problem of acquiring an energy from the environment is actually in a great interest. The modern electronic devices, e.g. wireless sensors used for example for structural health monitoring applications, are widely used. These devices are characterized by very small power consumption. Due to this fact the problem of their power supply can be reduced to the "self-powering" problem. This is because the maintenance cost of replacing batteries in this type of sensors can exceed the sensors' cost. The energy harvesting devices can also play a crucial role especially in hard to reach environments [1] [2] [3] [4] . As we know, the linear systems subjected to the harmonic excitations give the high energies only at one frequency, called the resonance frequency. This fact restricts the use of such systems in a real life, where the broad range of base acceleration frequency spectrum is observed. Constructing the efficient energy harvesting device one should take into account that the energy harvesters should have a broad band of frequencies for which the power generated is relatively large [5] . As many authors show, to extend the frequency range where the effective power is relatively large one can use the nonlinear systems (see e.g. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ). In many papers authors consider the energy harvesting devices based on electromotive force phenomena [11] [12] [13] . The voltage generated in these systems is produced by the electromagnetic transducer. One can use the coil inside which the small magnet vibrates. The quasi-periodic movement of this magnet takes place in the magnetic field generated by fixed magnets or additionally in the presence of the springs attached to the moving magnet and the static ones. The presence of magnetic field generated by the static magnets causes that the system behaves in a nonlinear way. * corresponding author; e-mail: kkucab@ur.edu.pl Lee et al. [14] examined (theoretically and experimentally) the electromagnetic system similar to our device. In the nonlinear case they used the three-magnet device, where the center magnet levitated between fixed ones. The authors also used in the model approximate expression (fifth order fit) for the dependence of magnetic force versus displacement between magnets, while in our work we used the integral relations. The authors analyzed the frequency response of the linear and nonlinear system. They have shown that the nonlinear harvester has significantly higher bandwidth compared to the linear one. Mann and Sims [15] also investigated the harvester that uses magnetic levitation. This model was analysed for harmonic base excitations. The authors state that "engaging the nonlinear response of the system can result in relatively large oscillations over a wider range of frequencies".
In this paper we use the energy harvesting device with electromagnetic transducer. We compare the effective output power generated by this device in two regimes: linear and nonlinear. In the linear domain we will use the Hooke law only. In the nonlinear regime we will use the influence of both the magnetic field and Hooke potential of the springs.
The model
The scheme of considered device is presented in Fig. 1 . The more detailed description of similar system geometry is presented in our previous work [16] .
The device can be attached to the vibrating base. The base vibrations are denoted by z(t). The vibrations are transferred by two springs to the center magnet which vibrates inside the coil connected to the electric load R L . The role of the springs is twofold. First, they limit the movement of moving magnet which prevents the magnets to contact each other. Secondly, the compressed spring acts on the moving magnet as a stopper. The effects of friction are neglected for simplicity. The dimensions of the device are as follows: static magnet height -5 mm, moving magnet height -2.5 mm, diameter of magnets -30 mm, the device height -50 mm. In We use the standard Newton and Kirchhoff law in the form that couples the relative displacement of the moving magnet y(t) = x(t)−z(t) with the current I(t) flowing through the electric load −z(t) =ÿ(t)
and
where x(t) is the displacement of the moving magnet with respect to its equilibrium position. The resistance R is the sum of internal and external resistive load part, R = R L + R int , k = 2k 0 , where k 0 is the stiffness, κ is the coefficient related to the mechanical energy dissipation, χ is related to the transducer properties, and L is the inductance of the coil. The coil dimensions are: height -10 mm, number of turns -100, inductance -1 mH, resistance -22 Ω. We use the relation describing the interaction between magnets in the form
where I 1 and I 2 are the integrals related to the device geometry (see e.g. [16, 17] ). We also assume that the base acceleration has the simple, sinusoidal form z(t) = A 0 sin ωt, (4) where A 0 is its amplitude (expressed in g).
Results
We perform the computations using the parameters presented in Table I . To examine the influence of potential energy shape on the energy spectrum and total electrical efficiency of the energy harvester we will change the value of stiffness.
In Fig. 2 we present the potential energy vs. moving magnet distance from its equilibrium position for different values of stiffness. As one can see in Fig. 2 , we can affect the "strength" of system nonlinearity by changing the stiffness. To examine the influence of potential shape on generated electric power in the whole range of excitations considered by us, we introduce the effective output power P . To obtain P we average the mean output powerP = I 2 R L over the frequency of excitations, ω, varying from 0 to 3ω 0 , where ω 0 is the resonance frequency. The results showing the influence of base acceleration amplitude A 0 on P for different values of stiffness are presented in Fig. 3 .
As one can see in Fig. 3 , the effective output power grows with increase of the base acceleration. Additionally, for some range of A 0 values, P in the nonlinear case has higher values compared to the linear regime. It is worth to note in here that one of the main goals in the design process of the energy harvesting device is to obtain its high power efficiency for relatively small vibrations (acceleration amplitudes) because in the real world high values of acceleration are dangerous for humans and devices. The crossover point of acceleration amplitudes where generated power in the nonlinear system starts to exceed the generated power in the linear regime can be moved towards relatively small base acceleration values by appropriate selection of device parameters (the stiffness in our case). The value of crossover point versus stiffness can help us to estimate the strength of vibrations where the harvester works in an efficient way. This dependence is presented in Fig. 4 . As one can see in Fig. 4 the device works optimally (relatively high output power for small base accelerations) when the stiffness is equal to k 0 = 413 N/m.
The computations performed by us were done using Mathematica package. We have used the NDSolve numerical differential equation solver. All the average values were obtained using the Monte Carlo method with number of steps of the order of one hundred million.
Conclusions
We analyzed the effective output power versus base acceleration amplitude for the energy harvesting device with different degree of nonlinearity. In the nonlinear case, at small acceleration amplitudes, the total harvested power is smaller than the power obtained in the linear case. For some value of acceleration the power in the nonlinear system becomes higher than in the linear case. This crossover point of acceleration has the minimum value for a specific value of stiffness, i.e. for the specific "strength" of system nonlinearity.
